Sale and Transfer of Industrial Hemp Waste to Medical Cannabis Cultivators

Rule 68-32 allows Licensed Industrial Hemp Growers and Processors to sell Industrial Hemp Waste to Medical Cannabis Cultivators

MEDICAL CANNABIS CULTIVATORS IN UTAH
- DRAGONFLY GREENHOUSE
- HARVEST OF UTAH LLC
- MEDICAL CANNABIS LLC
- STANDARD WELLNESS OF UTAH LLC
- TRUE NORTH OF UTAH LLC
- TRYKE COMPANIES UTAH LLC
- WHOLESOME AG
- ZION CULTIVARS LLC

What is Hemp Waste?
Hemp Waste is Industrial Hemp Biomass containing 0.3% THC or less by dry weight or a cannabinoid extract derived from Industrial Hemp. Finalized Hemp Products do not apply as Hemp Waste.

Who Can Sell/ Buy Hemp Waste?
Licensed Hemp Growers and Processors can sell Hemp Waste to any Medical Cannabis Cultivator in Utah. A Medical Cultivator Agent (Employee) must be the one to transport the hemp.

How to Start Selling/Transferring Hemp Waste?
A Certificate of Sale is required for each individual transfer of Industrial Hemp Waste. A Certificate of Sales can’t be completed without a Med. Cultivators License's Number, the Name of the Agent Transferring the Hemp, and the Agent's ID Number.

Where can a Hemp Licensee apply for a Certificate of Sale?
Starting April 1st 2020 a certificate of sale application link will be available on UDAF's Industrial Hemp Website. Allow the Department 10 Days to review the form and schedule an inspection to ensure the Hemp Waste was obtained legally.

What Documents must be kept?
Once a Hemp Facility receives a Certificate of Sale the Department will issue a transportation permit. A copy of the transportation permit and certificate of sale will be given to the Hemp and Medical Facility, and shall be kept for a minimum of one year.

How Does MJ Freeway’s Inventory Control System (ICS) Work with R68-32?
MJ Freeway is the company that created Utah’s ICS. The ICS tracks Cannabis Plants from seed all the way to the point of sale to ensure quality control. In the short term MJ Freeway will be working with Medical Cultivators to ensure Hemp Waste can be entered into the ICS. However, Starting November 2020 Hemp Facilities will also have to pay to register with MJ Freeway if they wish to sell Hemp Waste. More information about the ICS should be available around September.

UDAF’s Industrial Hemp Website: https://ag.utah.gov/office-of-the-commissioner/industrialhempprogram
Please send questions to Cannabis@Utah.gov